
 

 

 

REPORT ON RUN 414 ON 2
nd

 JANUARY 2022 

 

Welcome to 2022 and Haslemere Hash House Harriers first run of the year! The Hare “Forgetmeknot” set 

the trail from Blackdown. 

Of course he did, because we all needed to run up and down the highest point in the south east of England 

with a summit elevation of 279.7 metres and for those of the old imperial ways who remember Shillings, 

Farthings and The Black Penny stamp, the summit elevation is 918ft. 

Blackdown is famous for Alfred Lord Tennyson, we know of him as the poet, so I am quoting Arthur 

Paterson’s description from 1905: 

“Trees meet overhead, copse wood surrounds it, 

and later it is hedged by high sand banks thickly 

overgrown with plant and scrub; 

Squirrels and rabbits, and all other small woodland creatures, disport themselves over it. 

It twists and turns, and to the stranger appears to lead nowhere in particular” 

No idea who he is or was, but found it on the modern version of the Encyclopaedia now known as 

Wikipedia! 

So on your marks, get set, off we went at 11am to find the first sight of the sawdust trail. I think the Hare 

announced long checks with false trails added into the mix. Off went 15 or so keen Hashers with shouts 

of On On! It was pretty obvious from the first path the wet weather had made some muddy paths for us to 

negotiate. 

Feeling the wobble of the Christmas over-eating, the older Hashers showed us younger ones exactly how 

to Hash with speed, so goodness knows what had been stuffed up their Christmas turkeys or maybe the 

giblets contained something with a bit more vigour??? 

Along we went through some trees and along to a deep valley of downward slopes only to know that at 

some point what goes down must eventually come back up! 

We came past the memorial viewpoint along to temple of the winds, and somewhere along the way we 

did the “Steep to Cotchet and the Cotchet Farm climb” (according to my strava segments) which I 

wobbled up and down feeling like a clumsy elephant trying to keep up with the pack ! 

We had a very tricky steep, deep muddy uphill slog added into the mix of the trail, puffing and panting 

upwards we went, trying not to slip face down into the bog! 



 

The views were a bit cloudy at top of Blackdown, with the impending rain forever threatening to dampen 

our spirits. Hey ho On On went the far far distant cries of the Hashers which went totally unheard by us 

fellow hashers in the very distant background of Blackdown hills. 

With Forgetmeknot shouting very loudly deafening us all with cries of WHERE ARE YOU! and 

mutterings of why is no one calling the On On! To which once we did catch sight of the pack; they were 

so obviously that far ahead they were thinking of the pub’s welcoming pint or having to get home for 

dinner and avoid the wives or husbands cries of you’re Late ! 

Off we went to The Mill Tavern at Shottermill slightly damp and in need of the well-deserved pint ! 

Thank you Forgetmeknot for a hilly, muddy, well set trail.  

Rebecca ‘Beta Blocker’ Howie 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


